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Facebook, Google, Walmart and Sony; Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Minneapolis—these are just
some of the major corporations and U.S. cities that have pledged to transition to 100% renewable
electricity sources over the next few decades. With new commitments being announced on a neardaily basis, it seems clear that growing numbers of citizens, civic organizations and business leaders
recognize the importance of clean energy and are eager to support technologies that can help provide
affordable electricity and protect the environment.
Corporate and civic leadership on clean energy will be critical to unleash the innovation and investment
we’ll need to meet the environmental and economic challenges of this century. But pledges and policies
that target only a subset of favored generation technologies risk falling short of, and could eventually
even undermine, the core objectives that forward-looking companies and jurisdictions are trying to
advance.
This brief argues that a more comprehensive and aggressive strategy is to focus on carbon emissions
and allow all proven low-carbon emitting technologies to play a role.1 Specifically, nuclear energy must
be considered alongside solar, wind and hydro as leading sources of low-emission power. A more
expansive view of clean energy, grounded in a clear-eyed understanding of the needs of the modern
electricity grid and of the distinct characteristics of different generation technologies, will produce not
only greater environmental benefits, but also a more resilient, reliable and affordable electricity system.
The scale of the environmental challenge demands that we continue developing and improving on a
range of low-carbon options, not just one or two technologies. Environmental and energy experts agree
that without a diversity of options it will be much more difficult, if not impossible in economic and in
practical terms, to meet rising world demand for electricity while substantially reducing global carbon
emissions.
The key elements of this argument for a technology-neutral approach can be distilled to three
broad points:
To achieve very deep carbon reductions, the power system needs low-carbon emitting
generators that are available on demand, like nuclear or carbon capture, to complement
variable resources like wind and solar.
Given the energy technologies available to us today, taking nuclear out of the mix will
undermine our ability to achieve climate goals.
Precisely because no energy source is perfect and all involve trade-offs, it’s critical to focus
on outcomes—like carbon emissions reductions—without favoring or discriminating against
particular technologies.
The remainder of this brief delves into each of these core points in turn. We close by highlighting the
leadership role that corporations can play in advancing a better informed, more pragmatic and ultimately
more effective strategy for achieving our clean energy and environmental goals. However, the same
logic applies to public policy goals.
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Point 1: Modern power systems need clean energy that is available on demand
To reliably deliver electricity on demand, at every instant of every day, modern power systems depend
on a mix of generators. A power grid that includes variable resources such as wind and solar also
relies upon other sources of power for times when demand is greater than wind and solar production.
Precisely balancing electricity supply and demand, at all places and at all times, is the central task of
grid operators. The task is complicated by the fact that electricity demand varies widely, not only across
hours of the day, but also across seasons of the year (Figure 1). In this context, the fact that output
from wind and solar generators is weather dependent, and can’t be dispatched—that is, turned on at will
— presents challenges. Grid operators can take steps to manage these challenges. But absent largescale energy storage capability, ensuring reliability in systems with a substantial wind or solar presence
requires either (or both) deploying extra renewables capacity (to increase the likelihood that at least
some of this capacity will be available when needed) or including technologies that can be dispatched
when needed as part of the generating portfolio.
Figure 1. Hourly and Average Daily Electricity Demand in the PJM Power System
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PJM is a large regional transmission organization that serves all or part of 13 states in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic region of the
U.S. Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration
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In reality, the electrons delivered to any customer at any given period of time, including a customer
who has made a commitment to purchasing power only from certain sources, come from the mix of
generators required to operate the grid during that period. This doesn’t mean a “100% renewables
commitment” is meaningless (more renewable energy is good). With such a commitment, enough
renewably-generated electricity has to be supplied or purchased to cover the customer’s total
electricity consumption. But it does mean that the renewable electricity being supported could be
geographically distant or produced at some other time than when the purchaser is using power. In
practice, dispatchable clean energy generators are also needed to run so that the system as a whole
could deliver reliable, high-quality service. This is why, if the ultimate goal is to substantially reduce
power-sector climate impacts, our focus must be on reducing the carbon footprint of the system as
a whole.
A power system that pairs dispatchable nuclear power with variable renewables can achieve far
lower carbon emissions than a system that relies on other complementary sources for wind and
solar. Modeling analyses and real-world experience reinforce this point. In the United States, natural
gas has reshaped the electricity landscape for the better. Since the beginning of the natural gas
boom, the United States has been able to increase its GDP while decreasing its carbon emissions, in
large part because of natural gas. However, while natural gas is cleaner than coal or oil, it still has
higher carbon emissions than nuclear. The power systems that are achieving the lowest emissions
per kilowatt-hour are those that combine nuclear and renewables, such as France, Finland and the
Canadian province of Ontario.2 By comparison, systems that have eschewed nuclear power have
incurred higher emissions and higher costs. Indeed, when nuclear power plants are closed they
are almost always replaced by natural gas.3 In some cases, nuclear closures have been replaced
with coal. Germany, which made a substantial commitment to wind and solar and nuclear closure,
has had to add generating stations that burn brown coal to replace its missing nuclear and balance
its renewables. As a result, Germany hasn’t lowered its greenhouse gas emissions for nine years.4
Germany recently announced that they will phase out their remaining coal plants by 2038 to come
closer to meeting climate targets, but they also intend to close their remaining nuclear plants by
2022, which will slow or prevent their climate progress.

Point 2: Taking nuclear out of the mix undermines our ability to achieve deep carbon cuts
A substantial expansion of renewables capacity, if it accelerates nuclear plant retirements, could
result in higher system emissions. Variable renewables create grid management challenges not
only because they are sometimes unavailable, but also because they are prone to generating
excess supply when weather conditions are favorable. This can increase system costs (California,
for example, has had to pay neighboring states like Arizona to take its surplus solar, while
simultaneously importing nuclear power from Arizona) and depress wholesale electricity prices in
ways that drive out other low-carbon resources and reduce the efficiency of the system as a whole.
A recent analysis of least-cost options for achieving carbon reductions in the Pacific Northwest
by Energy and Environmental Economics, Inc.5 found that policies such as renewable portfolio
standards (RPS), which mandate a minimum percentage of wind and solar, have “unintended
3
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consequences such as oversupply and negative wholesale electricity prices that create challenges
for reinvestment in existing zero-carbon resources.” By contrast, “a policy that encourages the
retention of zero-carbon generation sources will help contain costs of meeting carbon goals.”
The more ambitious the carbon-reduction target, the greater the need for dispatchable low-carbon
emitting options such as nuclear. Because variable renewables require additional power sources and
other measures to ensure grid stability, relying almost exclusively on wind and solar to achieve deep
emission reductions—while perhaps theoretically possible—would be both costly and technically
challenging if grid operators don’t also have access to dispatchable low-carbon generators. A recent
MIT study analyzed the cost of achieving specific carbon-reduction goals in a sample of electricity
systems around the world using different cost assumptions for nuclear power.6 It found that excluding
nuclear power altogether resulted in far higher system costs—moreover, these cost impacts increased
dramatically under very tight emissions constraints. Similarly, a detailed modeling study of a Texas-like
power system found that the optimal share of variable renewables—even in a geographic region that is
favorable to wind and solar and even with available long-duration energy storage—actually shrinks at
decarbonization targets above 80% (Figure 2).7 Surveying the current research on this issue, MIT’s Jesse
Jenkins and Sam Thernstrom of the Energy Innovation Reform Project offer a succinct conclusion:
“There is strong agreement in the literature that a diversified mix of low-CO2 generation resources offers
the best chance of affordably achieving deep decarbonization.” 8
Figure 2. Optimal Share of Wind and Solar in a Texas-Like Power System under Increasingly
Stringent Emissions Limits
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Large-scale, long-duration energy storage could help address the limitations of variable renewables,
and carbon capture and storage could enable continued use of fossil fuels. But it is best to maintain
all options. Energy storage, in particular, is often viewed as a potential game changer for renewables,
but a recent paper that examined its potential role in California, Wisconsin and Germany concluded
on a cautionary note: “Wind and solar output exhibit seasonal episodes of both sustained oversupply
and undersupply that overwhelm any conceivable storage strategy. Battery storage technologies may
have a role in managing shorter-term imbalances but are unlikely to solve the very large seasonal
swings in generation output under high-penetration IR (Variable Renewable) scenarios.” 9 Counting
on energy storage alone to enable a renewables-only strategy for deep decarbonization, in other
words, is risky and potentially quite costly. Current lithium-ion systems that are rapidly coming down
in cost are highly useful for flexible power applications, but are unsuitable for long-duration storage
necessary to seasonally balance penetrations of solar and wind above 80% of annual generation.
Given these realities, and given the scale and timing of emission reductions needed to address
climate change in this century, we don’t have the luxury of taking proven low-carbon technologies off
the table before new alternatives emerge. Besides nuclear, hydropower is the only dispatchable lowcarbon resource that is already playing a major role in the domestic and global power mix. But further
large-scale opportunities to expand hydropower are somewhat limited by ecological and geographic
constraints, as well as permitting. Nuclear facilities, by contrast, can be located in a wide range of
settings and history has shown that nuclear capacity can be added quickly and in large increments
if needed. In the second half of the 20th century, several countries successfully pursued aggressive
nuclear deployment programs. In fact, a recent MIT analysis concluded that “historically, large-scale
increases in low-carbon generation have occurred most rapidly in connection with additions of
nuclear power.” 10
Figure 3. Historic Experience with Electricity Growth (kWh per year per capita), Based on Actual
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Today, despite nearly a decade of rapid growth in wind and solar deployment, nuclear is still the
largest source of low-carbon emitting electricity generation in the United States. Nuclear energy
accounts for more than half (56%) of the carbon-free electricity generated in the United States,
and approximately 30% worldwide.11 Most of the non-nuclear carbon-free generation comes from
hydroelectric power. Despite recent plant closures in the United States and elsewhere, nuclear
also remains an important part of the overall electricity mix: it accounted for nearly 20% of U.S.
generation in 2016, compared to less than 9% for wind and solar. Worldwide, nuclear accounted
for 11% of overall electricity generation in 2016 (compared to 8% for non-hydropower renewables
including waste).12
Figure 4. Electricity Production by Source in 2016
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The continued retirement of existing nuclear power plants will significantly set back near-term efforts
to reduce power sector carbon emissions. It also risks losing the operating experience and nuclear
systems expertise needed to preserve nuclear as a low-carbon option for the future. The potential
emissions impact of losing existing nuclear plants in the United States is enormous, especially since
natural gas, which while cleaner than coal is still a higher in emissions than nuclear, has largely
compensated for plant retirements to date. Operators of another 12 U.S. reactors have announced
plans for premature shutdowns. The five reactors announced for closure in Ohio and Pennsylvania
alone generate more emissions-free electricity than all wind and solar generators across the PJM
regional transmission organization footprint, which includes part or all of 13 states (Figure 5). In
fact, it’s estimated that early nuclear retirements in the United States have wiped out a large portion
of the gains made by expanded renewables (Figure 6). If climate change is a real threat, shouldn’t
we be doing everything we can to preserve what nuclear we have? (see Figure 5). Advanced nuclear
reactors are under development for deployment beginning in the mid 2020’s from a variety of
vendors13, and much of their success will depend on maintaining a viable nuclear industry.
6
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Figure 5. Carbon Effect of Nuclear Retirements in PJM Compared to New Wind and Solar
The five announced deactivating nuclear units in Ohio and Pennsylvania generated
more energy in 2017 than all wind and solar generation by PJM.
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Figure 6. Impact of Early Nuclear Retirements Nationwide
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Point 3: Focus on outcomes and be technology-inclusive
All energy sources and low-emitting generating technologies have advantages and drawbacks.
Unfortunately, these trade-offs are not always well understood by the public, or well reflected in
policies. The key point at this late stage in the game is that we need to deploy (and maintain) all of
these tools.
Sunlight and wind are abundant and free, and the costs of solar panels and wind turbines have fallen
dramatically. But variable renewable technologies also face significant deployment challenges and
are not immune from supply security concerns.
While there are some concerns with geopolitics of uranium mining, 14 potential supply vulnerabilities
associated with large-scale renewables deployment have been similarly overlooked in many energy
policy discussions to date. Cobalt and other rare earth minerals, for example, are a major component
in lithium-ion batteries, solar panels and wind turbines. The Economist recently published several
articles raising concern about an anticipated spike in global demand for cobalt in light of the fact
that the lion’s share of this metal is mined in the highly-unstable Democratic Republic of the Congo.15
Natural gas also has some supply limitations. Thanks to the recent expansion of shale gas resources
in the United States, natural gas has been relatively cheap and abundant for several years. But given
the price volatility that has affected gas markets in the past, there are reasons to be cautious about
expanding the U.S. power sector’s already substantial reliance on a single fuel.16
The nuclear energy industry’s challenges are real and significant, but not fundamentally more
intractable than those of other large-scale, low-carbon options. Cost is the main barrier for the
industry at present and is the factor that has been driving early plant retirements in the United States.
Concerns about accident risks, nuclear waste management and, to a lesser degree, proliferation
risks have also been a challenge for the industry. Finally, some critics have pointed to emissions
associated with the uranium fuel-cycle and with the manufacture of nuclear plant components to
question whether nuclear should really qualify as “carbon-free.” Because all of these issues have
shaped not only public attitudes, but also public policies with respect to nuclear and renewables, it is
worth addressing each of them in turn.
Regarding life-cycle impacts (including for decommissioning and waste-handling), nuclear energy’s
negative externalities have been shown time and time again to be similar to those for renewables
and far lower than for gas. According to an assessment by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), nuclear energy has among the lowest life-cycle carbon emissions of any
electricity generation technology, even when including mining and decommissioning (Figure 8).
Similarly, an examination of the full range of external costs of electricity production by the European
Commission’s ExternE project concluded that nuclear energy’s full life-cycle external costs are on
par with solar energy and about one-third those of natural gas (Table 1). Notably, this analysis also

8
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included impacts from steady-state operations and accidents.
Figure 7. Lifecycle Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Technology
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Figure 8. Comprehensive External Cost Estimates for Different Generation Technologies
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Cost has become a challenge for the nuclear industry over the last decade as existing U.S. plants,
following a period of strong profitability for much of the 2000s, have struggled to compete in an
environment of persistently low natural gas prices, slow demand growth and policies designed
to favor renewable technologies. That includes state and federal subsidies that have not been
9
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available to nuclear plants.19 The cost of generating nuclear electricity is being driven down. The total
generating cost of nuclear has fallen 19% since 2012. Clearly, the industry is continuing to work to
reduce costs. But its cost challenges should not be compounded by the failure of markets to value its
zero-emission attribute and nuclear energy’s real climate benefits. Additionally, allowing nuclear to
compete on a level playing field with other low-carbon resources would deliver near and long-term
environmental benefits, and help ensure that this technology can continue to play a role.
Figure 9. Environmental Subsidies Comparison
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Regarding safety, the U.S. fleet of 98 operating reactors has amassed a record of exemplary reliability
and performance. In this country and elsewhere, the industry is highly regulated and subject to
exacting safety standards.20 And rightly so, nuclear power can have impacts and consequences
that are fundamentally different from other generation sources. Since the dawn of the nuclear age
in the 1950s, the global nuclear industry has experienced only three serious reactor accidents. New
reactor designs incorporate redundant passive safety features and hold promise for further improving
performance and reducing accident risks. Two additional points regarding safety and public health
are worth underscoring: First, any balanced assessment of risks must also take into account the risks
associated with other generation options, as well as the downside risks of failing to address climate
change. Second, some of the strongest support for nuclear energy can be found in communities that
have had long experience with hosting nuclear facilities. This suggests that public perceptions can
evolve with more familiarity with the technology and a better understanding of the trade-offs involved.
10
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Regarding waste, the U.S. government’s failure to develop a permanent repository for used nuclear
fuel and other nuclear waste has been deeply frustrating. It must be emphasized, however, that
there are technical solutions to nuclear waste. Every expert study that has looked at the waste issue
has concluded that it is technically and scientifically feasible to manage and provide for the safe,
permanent disposition of these materials.21 Other nations have successfully identified permanent
repository sites and have begun developing the facilities to handle and dispose of nuclear waste, or to
recycle it for reuse. The U.S. must find a practical solution to make good on the government’s waste
management obligations as soon as possible. In the meantime, current methods for storing used fuel
at reactor sites—first in cooling pools and then in dry casks made of concrete and steel—are highly
robust. In fact, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has determined that used fuel can be safely
managed for well more than 100 years at existing plant sites.22
Advanced reactor designs hold promise for improving safety, simplifying plant operations and
potentially expanding the use of nuclear energy to industrial heat applications as a way to achieve
carbon reductions in other sectors of the economy. Established companies as well as entrepreneurial
startups backed by venture capital have continued to invest in new nuclear technologies, including
improved, traditional gigawatt-scale designs, small modular reactors (50- to 300-megawatt range)
and micro-reactors for remote or other off-grid locations. Many of these designs offer significant
potential advantages such as waste reduction, increased flexibility 23 and ease of operation.
Innovators understand that the next generation of nuclear technologies must compete in a very
different, highly cost-competitive environment. Including nuclear in clean energy policies is critical to
building confidence in future markets for these technologies and to justify continued investment in
nuclear innovation.

Conclusion: To address climate change, we need to target the core problem— carbon
emissions. Corporate leadership can help show the way.
Companies interested in maximizing their contribution to clean energy and environmental
protection should adopt targets that are both more ambitious and technology neutral. Specifically
we recommend that corporate leaders adopt carbon targets, rather than technology targets, and
advocate for replacing renewable portfolio standards and 100% renewables commitments with clean
energy standards (or commitments) that include nuclear and other low-carbon emitting sources.
By doing so, companies can demonstrate leadership, while also differentiating themselves from
the competition. Advancing a more complete and nuanced understanding of these issues is also
an important way for the business community to support more effective and better-designed clean
energy policies.
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Corporate endorsement of all low-emissions generation will influence supportive policy actions at the
state and federal levels. State policymakers in particular are highly attuned to opportunities for creating
well-paying and highly sought-after jobs. States that are competing for new factories, warehouses
and other corporate facilities are especially likely to respond to corporate interest in clean energy by
adopting supportive policies. Many business leaders of course recognize the contribution that existing
low-carbon resources, such as nuclear and hydropower, are already making to their companies’ carbon
profile. As Mike Terrell, a Google executive, observed in a recent blog post: “Data centers that perform
well on the metric of 24/7 carbon-free energy are often located in regions that have a substantial
amount of carbon-free energy already on the grid.” Terrell’s conclusion, that it’s therefore “important for
governments, utilities, and other energy market players to carefully consider retirement of existing firm
carbon-free generation” would likely be of interest to policymakers in those regions.
Companies can provide more direct support for clean energy, including nuclear energy, by entering
into long-term power purchase agreements and investing in RD&D to improve existing low-carbon
options and develop new ones. For example, corporate leaders could form a new coalition to
undertake clean energy procurements, including nuclear. Alternatively an existing coalition, such as
the Advanced Energy Buyers Group or Renewable Energy Buyers Alliance, could be adapted for this
purpose. Given the potential of new reactor designs to contribute to deep decarbonization — not only
in the power sector, but also in refineries, chemical plants, and other industrial facilities — boosting
investor confidence is critical to drive continued innovation in nuclear technology.
In sum, the magnitude of the climate and energy challenge is hard to overstate. Any effort to deeply
decarbonize our energy system is going to require that electricity generation be virtually carbon-free.
And without nuclear, we simply can’t get there from here. In the United States and around the world,
demand for all forms of energy, and for electricity in particular, continues to grow. The International
Energy Agency (IEA), for example, projects that global energy needs, while not growing as rapidly
as in the past, will still increase by 30% between 2017 and 2040. As the IEA points out, “This is
the equivalent of adding another China and India to today’s global demand.” 24 Global electricity
production is expected to increase even more over the same period, by as much as 45%.25
At the same time, climate scientists are warning that rapid progress toward reducing global carbon
emissions is needed to achieve widely-held climate stabilization goals. Most experts agree that
decarbonizing the power sector is the place to start, given the dearth of readily substitutable low-carbon
fuel alternatives in other sectors. Electrification of sectors like transportation may also be an important
part of a long-term climate mitigation strategy, but this will further increase electricity demand and
further raise the stakes for decarbonizing the power mix. Meanwhile, current projections imply that
the world will have to add thousands of gigawatts of new electricity generating capacity over the next
several decades. To add this capacity while still dramatically shrinking the power sector’s overall carbon
footprint will require a daunting combination of sound policy; strong public, political and corporate
support; and massive infrastructure investments—all in the span of a few short decades. Given this
set of challenges in this timeframe, there is no realistic path forward that does not include all the lowcarbon generation options, including nuclear energy, that are available to us today.
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Sources
1. This paper defines low-emissions sources as solar, wind, geothermal, hydro, fossil resources with 99% carbon capture and nuclear energy because of
their attributes at the point of electricity generation. The full life-cycle carbon footprint of these technologies should also be considered, and is discussed in
Section C, Figure 7.
2. For information on Canada, see: https://cna.ca/news/canadas-nuclear-energy-future-2/. For information on France, see: https://www.reuters.com/article/
us-france-macron-nuclear/nuclear-renewables-to-help-french-co2-reduction-goals-macron-says-idUSKBN1EB0TZ. For information on Finland, see: https://
www.energiavirasto.fi/documents/10191/0/National+Report+2018+Finland+1411-480-2018_20180726.pdf/10b8e538-2eef-4e97-8629-aafd4ad9ee02
3. https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/4/5/17196676/nuclear-power-plants-climate-change-renewables
4. https://global.handelsblatt.com/politics/germany-environment-climate-failure-974059
5. http://cnee.colostate.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/E3_NW_LowCarbonStudy_FinalResults_2017-11-08.pdf.
6. http://energy.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/The-Future-of-Nuclear-Energy-in-a-Carbon-Constrained-World.pdf.
7. de Sisternes, Fernando J., Jesse D. Jenkins, and Audun Botterud, “The value of energy storage in
decarbonizing the electricity sector,” Applied Energy, 175, August 2016, 368-379. Specifically, this study finds that the optimal (i.e., least cost) share of wind
and solar in a Texas-like power system is greatest under emissions limits that are roughly 60%–80% below current levels (with wind and solar reaching a
maximum of 40% of annual generation without energy storage, and up to 51%–57% if significant energy storage capacity is available). The optimal share of
renewables then shrinks as emission limits tighten to achieve deep decarbonization, falling to 19% without storage and up to 34% with substantial storage..
8. https://www.innovationreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/EIRP-Deep-Decarb-Lit-Review-Jenkins-Thernstrom-March-2017.pdf.
9. Stephen Brick and Samuel Thernstrom (Clean Air Task Force and the Energy Innovation Reform Project), “Renewables and Decarbonization: Studies of
California, Wisconsin and Germany,” The Electricity Journal, Volume 29, Issue 3, April 2016, 6-12.
10. http://energy.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/The-Future-of-Nuclear-Energy-in-a-Carbon-Constrained-World.pdf.
11. Based on figures from U.S. Energy Information Administration International Energy Outlook and Electric Power Annual.
12. Figures from U.S. Energy Information Administration International Energy Outlook and Electric Power Annual		
13. https://www.thirdway.org/graphic/keeping-up-with-the-advanced-nuclear-industry
14. in 2017 70% of Uranium purchased by U.S. nuclear companies was from the U.S., Australia, Canada and other allies, while 30% came from former soviet states
including Russia and Kazakhstan. https://www.eia.gov/uranium/marketing/pdf/umar2017.pdf
15. According to a recent article in Stanford Earth, “Critical minerals scarcity could threaten renewable energy future” because “the supply chains for critical and
rare minerals are vulnerable to political and economic disruptions that could hamper the global shift to a renewable energy future.” https://earth.stanford.edu/
news/critical-minerals-scarcity-could-threaten-renewable-energy-future#gs.qoShExkk
16. During the winter of 2017–2018, an usual two-week-long stretch of very cold weather brought New England to the brink of rolling blackouts because natural gas deliveries to the region, which are constrained by pipeline capacity, were unable to keep pace with demand for residential heating and power generation. The grid operator,
ISO New England, has warned that under similar circumstances a single large contingency—such as the loss of power from New Hampshire’s Seabrook nuclear power
plant—could result in major outages. See: http://www.nydailynews.com/news/sns-bc-vt--new-england-power-20181018-story.html.
17. https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/wg3/ipcc_wg3_ar5_annex-iii.pdf
18. https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/en35-external-costs-of-electricity-production-1
19. It is worth noting that rapid growth in renewables’ market share has been driven in part by federal and state incentives that make up a significant share of their
investment value. However, federal incentives are scheduled to phase out and many state mandates will level out over the next several years.
20. In addition, the nuclear industry has been a leader in self-regulation. The Institute of Nuclear Plant Operators (INPO) was established by U.S. nuclear power
companies after the Three Mile Island accident to set performance objectives and to promote and support operational excellence across the industry. INPO is
viewed as highly effective and remains entirely industry funded.
21. See, for example, https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2013/04/f0/brc_finalreport_jan2012.pdf.
22. https://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/congress-docs/congress-testimony/1999/03-24-99.html. Also,
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML1419/ML14196A105.pdf.
23. Current nuclear plants operated in the United States have effective limits on ramping of 5% per minute, but could be operated more flexibly, as discussed in the
following paper: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261918303180
Advanced reactors have additional ability for load following similar to natural gas plants, enabling ready pairing with renewables.
24. https://www.iea.org/weo2017/#section-1-1.
24. https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/ieo/pdf/exec_summ.pdf
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